ELL ICE CREAM BASICS VERB EXERCISE—DIFFICULT

1. Ice cream is America’s best-selling ____.
   a. deserted
   b. dessert
   c. desert

2. Ice cream was first ____ to Europe from China.
   a. brought
   b. brung
   c. broughten

3. Before the development of modern refrigeration, ice cream was a luxury ____ for special occasions.
   a. reserving
   b. reserve
   c. reserved

4. The development of industrial refrigeration during the 1870s ____ the need to cut and store natural ice.
   a. eliminated
   b. elimination
   c. was eliminated

5. Today, the most common method for ____ ice cream at home is to use an ice cream maker.
   a. production
   b. productive
   c. producing

6. Ice cream can be mass produced and thus is widely ____ in developed parts of the world.
   a. available
   b. availability
   c. availible

7. Whoever invented the method of using ice mixed with salt ____ lower and control the temperature of ice cream ingredients during its making provided a major breakthrough in ice cream technology.
   a. in order to
   b. to order to
   c. into order to
8. The ___ ingredients used in making ice cream are milk, ice, sugar, salt, and flavorings.
   a. principal
   b. principle
   c. principles

9. The most common flavor ___ for ice cream making is vanilla.
   a. use
   b. uses
   c. used

10. Two other ___ flavors of ice cream are chocolate and strawberry.
    a. common
    b. commons
    c. commonly

11. During the process of making ice cream, the ice is crushed, combined with milk, and then re-___.
    a. frozed
    b. frozen
    c. freezing

12. Some ice cream recipes call for making custard, folding in whipped cream, and ___ freezing the mixture.
    a. immediate
    b. immediately
    c. to immediately

13. The temperature in the supermarket's freezer case should not be above -20°F. If kept at a proper temperature, ice cream will be ___ frozen.
    a. thorough
    b. thoroughly
    c. thought

14. Ice cream is ___ made up of more than 10% milk fat.
    a. usual
    b. unusual
    c. usually

ANSWERS
1. b.  8. b.
2. a.  9. c.
3. c.  10. a.
4. a.  11. b.
5. c.  12. b.
6. a.  13. b.
7. a.  14. c.
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